2000
Life and mind unfolds according to the cyclic law of time. Just as there ar e
seasons in nature, there are seasons of the mind. Your success in all aspects
of life is dependent on your actions in conformity with time.
To everything there is a season, a time and purpose to everything
under the heavens.
- Ecclesiastes Ch. 3
Mans personal life unfolds according to a nine year cycle (See Leviticu s
Chapter 25:21-22). There are three phases to this cycle:
Beginning (Seeding) 1,2,3 Cycle Years
Test and Growth
4,5,6 Cycle Years
Reward (Harvest)
7,8,9 Cycle Years

(Physical)
(Mental)
(Spiritual)

Increase your potential for success in the reward phase and eliminate
problems or disasters by taking advantage of this knowledge of cycles.

CYCLE YEAR ONE
*** 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 / 7 8 9 ***
January through December is the first year of your personal nine year cycle.
This is the best time to make changes and decisions in any phase of your
life, for business, personal, or health reasons.
If you rested enough last year then you will find greater energy for physical
and mental accomplishments this year. However if you burnt out last year,
you will find it difficult to be motivated this year.
Life will aid you in making a new start or expanding your existing efforts
this year. Opportunities will be there but you will have to have the
self-confidence and courage of your convictions to take action and make the
necessary decisions.
If a seed is not put into the ground then there can be no harvest or return.
Do not expect to get an immediate payoff for the efforts put forth this year.
Life requires that you commit yourself and invest your time, energy, and
finances in endeavours of a long term nature (up to nine years).
Now is the time to consider a new career or a major move to another area of
the country or even overseas.
Opportunities that present themselves this year have the greatest potential for
expanding and becoming more advantageous in the next nine years.
If you made any major changes last year (especially before August) then

for expanding and becoming more advantageous in the next nine years.
If you made any major changes last year (especially before August) then
they are unlikely to work out satisfactorily and you should re-evaluate those
changes and decisions and make corrections where necessary.
You will likely be more blunt and candid in your speech this year so avoid
antagonizing others.
Potential weaknesses may develop in the physical functions of the head or in
the hands, feet, and spinal column. Be careful of accidents to those areas.
The time period between the eighteenth of June and the eighteenth of August
is best for major decisions and commitments.
Avoid buying or selling, major changes and travel in September and October.

J

K

TO EVERYTHING THERE IS A SEASON ...
Good Time - High potential for success
Buy a major item
Change careers
Conceive a child
Develop constructive health habits
Develop new ideas and plans
Emigrate
Exercise
Fall in love with life
Get educated and start a long term program
Get engaged
Get married
Focus on physical activity
Implement new ideas
Improve your health
Let go of the past
Lose weight
Make a long term change or move
Make a major financial investment
Persevere through difficulties
Start a business
Start a law suit
Start a relationship
Stop smoking
Travel for adventure

Neutral Time - Possible success, other factors also
important
Ask for a pay raise or promotion
Develop a spontaneous, happy-go-lucky nature

Develop a spontaneous, happy-go-lucky nature
End a relationship
Flip - buy/sell or sell/buy
Focus on mental activity
Focus on social activity
Focus on spiritual growth
Give unconditionally to others
Have surgery (please consult your health care giver)
Make a short term change or move
Retire
Save money and spend less
Sell a major item
Travel - general
Travel for a rest

L

Poor Time - Low potential for success, delay or

avoid
Rest (You should have done this last year)
Use the monthly and daily cycle charts in the Numerological
DayTracker(tm) to choose specific times for the actions above.

January 2000

Cycle Year 1

5 cycle month - Change, travel, and expand your horizons this month. Be
more adventurous. Do things differently. Good opportunities for rapid growth
exist this month. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially with major
decisions.)

1
Saturday

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (5 modifier - Impulsive and
impatient energy)

New Year's Day, Jour de l'An

2
Sunday

3
Monday

4
Tuesday

5
Wednesday

6
Thursday

7
Friday

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible.
Balanced judgement)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (7 modifier - Sensitive and self-concious,
moody. Better after noon)

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (8 modifier - Strong
and positive. Greater potential for success)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (9 modifier - Think of others.
Rest and let things come your way)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (1 modifier - Adds greater energy, positivity,
and initiative)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)
Numerological™DayTracker
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January 2000

Cycle Year 1

5 cycle month - Change, travel, and expand your horizons this month. Be
more adventurous. Do things differently. Good opportunities for rapid growth
exist this month. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially with major
decisions.)

8
Saturday

9
Sunday

10
Monday

11
Tuesday

12
Wednesday

13
Thursday

14
Friday

7 cycle day - (3 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (4 modifier - Be extra
cautious especially with major decisions)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (5 modifier - Impulsive and
impatient energy)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible.
Balanced judgement)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (7 modifier - Sensitive and self-concious,
moody. Better after noon)

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (8 modifier - Strong
and positive. Greater potential for success)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (9 modifier - Think of others.
Rest and let things come your way)

January 2000

Cycle Year 1

5 cycle month - Change, travel, and expand your horizons this month. Be
more adventurous. Do things differently. Good opportunities for rapid growth
exist this month. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially with major
decisions.)

15
Saturday

16
Sunday

17
Monday

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (1 modifier - Adds greater energy, positivity,
and initiative)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)

7 cycle day - (3 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day

Martin Luther King, Jr. - USA

18
Tuesday

19
Wednesday

20
Thursday

21
Friday

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (4 modifier - Be extra
cautious especially with major decisions)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (5 modifier - Impulsive and
impatient energy)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible.
Balanced judgement)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (7 modifier - Sensitive and self-concious,
moody. Better after noon)

January 2000

Cycle Year 1

5 cycle month - Change, travel, and expand your horizons this month. Be
more adventurous. Do things differently. Good opportunities for rapid growth
exist this month. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially with major
decisions.)

22
Saturday

23
Sunday

24
Monday

25
Tuesday

26
Wednesday

27
Thursday

28
Friday

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (8 modifier - Strong
and positive. Greater potential for success)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (9 modifier - Think of others.
Rest and let things come your way)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (1 modifier - Adds greater energy, positivity,
and initiative)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)

7 cycle day - (3 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (4 modifier - Be extra
cautious especially with major decisions)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (5 modifier - Impulsive and
impatient energy)

January 2000

Cycle Year 1

5 cycle month - Change, travel, and expand your horizons this month. Be
more adventurous. Do things differently. Good opportunities for rapid growth
exist this month. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially with major
decisions.)

29
Saturday

30
Sunday

31
Monday

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible.
Balanced judgement)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (7 modifier - Sensitive and self-concious,
moody. Better after noon)

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (8 modifier - Strong
and positive. Greater potential for success)

February 2000

Cycle Year 1

6 cycle month - Family and business obligations must be fulfilled and
decisions made. Invest and pay bills. Your judgement is good. Major
purchases can be undertaken. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy.)

1
Tuesday

2
Wednesday

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible. Balanced
judgement)

3 cycle day - (7 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day.

Groundhog Day - USA

3
Thursday

4
Friday

5
Saturday

6
Sunday

7
Monday

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (8 modifier - Strong and
positive. Greater potential for success)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (9 modifier - Think of others. Rest and let
things come your way)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (1 modifier Adds greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (3 modifier - Self
expression enhanced. More positive before noon)
Numerological™DayTracker
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February 2000

Cycle Year 1

6 cycle month - Family and business obligations must be fulfilled and
decisions made. Invest and pay bills. Your judgement is good. Major
purchases can be undertaken. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy.)

8
Tuesday

9
Wednesday

10
Thursday

11
Friday

12
Saturday

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious
especially with major decisions)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient
energy)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible. Balanced
judgement)

3 cycle day - (7 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day.

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (8 modifier - Strong and
positive. Greater potential for success)

Lincoln's Birthday - USA

13
Sunday

14
Monday

Valentine's Day

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (9 modifier - Think of others. Rest and let
things come your way)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (1 modifier Adds greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

February 2000

Cycle Year 1

6 cycle month - Family and business obligations must be fulfilled and
decisions made. Invest and pay bills. Your judgement is good. Major
purchases can be undertaken. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy.)

15
Tuesday

16
Wednesday

17
Thursday

18
Friday

19
Saturday

20
Sunday

21
Monday

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (3 modifier - Self
expression enhanced. More positive before noon)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious
especially with major decisions)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient
energy)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible. Balanced
judgement)

3 cycle day - (7 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day.

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (8 modifier - Strong and
positive. Greater potential for success)

President's Day - USA

February 2000

Cycle Year 1

6 cycle month - Family and business obligations must be fulfilled and
decisions made. Invest and pay bills. Your judgement is good. Major
purchases can be undertaken. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy.)

22
Tuesday

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (9 modifier - Think of others. Rest and let
things come your way)

Washington's Birthday - USA

23
Wednesday

24
Thursday

25
Friday

26
Saturday

27
Sunday

28
Monday

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (1 modifier Adds greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (2 modifier Sensitivity and listening skills enhanced)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (3 modifier - Self
expression enhanced. More positive before noon)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious
especially with major decisions)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient
energy)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (6 modifier - Settled and responsible. Balanced
judgement)

February 2000

Cycle Year 1

6 cycle month - Family and business obligations must be fulfilled and
decisions made. Invest and pay bills. Your judgement is good. Major
purchases can be undertaken. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy.)

29
Tuesday

3 cycle day - (7 modifier) - Creative and artistic, but also
unsettled and moody. Write or correspond. Be careful with
speech and don't over react. Accomplish important activities
during middle of day.

March 2000

Cycle Year 1

7 cycle month - Reflect and meditate. Find your motives and ideals from
within. The turmoil of the early part of the month gives way to the rewards of
past efforts by 18th. Things come your way. (6 modifier - Settled and
responsible. Balanced judgement.)

1
Wednesday

2
Thursday

3
Friday

4
Saturday

5
Sunday

6
Monday

7
Tuesday

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (7 modifier - Sensitive and
self-concious, moody. Better after noon)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (8 modifier - Strong and positive. Greater
potential for success)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (9 modifier Think of others. Rest and let things come your way)

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (1 modifier - Adds
greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (2 modifier - Sensitivity and
listening skills enhanced)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (3 modifier - Self expression
enhanced. More positive before noon)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially
with major decisions)
Numerological™DayTracker
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March 2000

Cycle Year 1

7 cycle month - Reflect and meditate. Find your motives and ideals from
within. The turmoil of the early part of the month gives way to the rewards of
past efforts by 18th. Things come your way. (6 modifier - Settled and
responsible. Balanced judgement.)

8
Wednesday

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy)

Ash Wednesday

9
Thursday

10
Friday

11
Saturday

12
Sunday

13
Monday

14
Tuesday

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (6 modifier - Settled
and responsible. Balanced judgement)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (7 modifier - Sensitive and
self-concious, moody. Better after noon)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (8 modifier - Strong and positive. Greater
potential for success)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (9 modifier Think of others. Rest and let things come your way)

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (1 modifier - Adds
greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (2 modifier - Sensitivity and
listening skills enhanced)

March 2000

Cycle Year 1

7 cycle month - Reflect and meditate. Find your motives and ideals from
within. The turmoil of the early part of the month gives way to the rewards of
past efforts by 18th. Things come your way. (6 modifier - Settled and
responsible. Balanced judgement.)

15
Wednesday

16
Thursday

17
Friday

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (3 modifier - Self expression
enhanced. More positive before noon)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially
with major decisions)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy)

St. Patrick's

18
Saturday

19
Sunday

20
Monday

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (6 modifier - Settled
and responsible. Balanced judgement)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (7 modifier - Sensitive and
self-concious, moody. Better after noon)

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (8 modifier - Strong and positive. Greater
potential for success)

Spring begins

21
Tuesday

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (9 modifier Think of others. Rest and let things come your way)

March 2000

Cycle Year 1

7 cycle month - Reflect and meditate. Find your motives and ideals from
within. The turmoil of the early part of the month gives way to the rewards of
past efforts by 18th. Things come your way. (6 modifier - Settled and
responsible. Balanced judgement.)

22
Wednesday

23
Thursday

24
Friday

25
Saturday

26
Sunday

27
Monday

28
Tuesday

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (1 modifier - Adds
greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

8 cycle day - Collect rewards of past 8 days efforts. Finalize,
and push to conclusion. Fortunate. (2 modifier - Sensitivity and
listening skills enhanced)

9 cycle day - Rest, conserve energy, but help others. Plan but
defer action until 1 cycle day. (3 modifier - Self expression
enhanced. More positive before noon)

1 cycle day - Act now, your rewards will come over the next 8
days. Energy high. (4 modifier - Be extra cautious especially
with major decisions)

2 cycle day - Be diplomatic, entertain & socialize. Don't
procrastinate. (5 modifier - Impulsive and impatient energy)

3 cycle day - Fortunate before noon. You are imaginative,
creative & emotional, avoid arguments. (6 modifier - Settled
and responsible. Balanced judgement)

4 cycle day - Test day. Be cautious, defer commitments but
deal with immediate problems. (7 modifier - Sensitive and
self-concious, moody. Better after noon)

March 2000

Cycle Year 1

7 cycle month - Reflect and meditate. Find your motives and ideals from
within. The turmoil of the early part of the month gives way to the rewards of
past efforts by 18th. Things come your way. (6 modifier - Settled and
responsible. Balanced judgement.)

29
Wednesday

30
Thursday

31
Friday

5 cycle day - Promote, travel, new contacts & experiences, be
open to change. (8 modifier - Strong and positive. Greater
potential for success)

6 cycle day - Make decisions & appointments, pay bills.
Assume your business & family responsibilities. (9 modifier Think of others. Rest and let things come your way)

7 cycle day - Reflect, read & write letters, serious-minded,
avoid misunderstandings, best after noon. (1 modifier - Adds
greater energy, positivity, and initiative)

